Access and exit for Administration Centre at Guisanplatz 1 (VZ G1)

Please note the following points when accessing and leaving the VZ G1 areal by car, to avoid long waiting times and conflicts and to ensure that the quarter is protected from an increased amount of traffic.

**Notes for entrance to the parking**

- Entrance when areal gate system open (outside areal lodge time)
- around 90 seconds, entrance from column (badge) day operation
- around 60 seconds

**Caution:** Regarding the bollard at the entrance - all vehicles that drive into the parking garage must show badges at the column →. Otherwise there is a risk that any vehicle following might be jacked up by the bollard.

**Access during the morning peak times around 7 am to 8 am or evening peak times 5 pm to 6 pm**

*Recommended access:* Turn right from the direction of Guisanplatz *(shown in red)*

*Please note:* Turning left from the direction of Breitenrainplatz is prohibited *(shown in violet)*
Exit during the morning peak times around 7 am to 8 am or evening peak times 5 pm to 6 pm

Recommended exit: **1st priority:** During sufficiently long gaps in traffic flow, turn left towards Guisanplatz (**shown in red**)

**2nd priority:** Turn right towards Breitenrainplatz and make a U turn at the junction at Tellstrasse (**shown in orange**)

**Please note:** Tellstrasse is closed for through traffic, additional traffic towards Breitenrainplatz is not desired.

---

Access and exit outside the peak times

Recommended exit: Turn left towards Guisanplatz (**shown in red**)